
Year 4 Home 
Learning!

Thursday



What are we doing today?

Times Tables

Reading for Pleasure

Whole Class Reading

Maths

SPAG and Writing challenge

Inquiry weekly project

2

Every day you will have lessons, just like you did in school!

Please complete your work into an 
exercise book, if you have one. There is 
no need to print lots of sheets out, just 
copy questions onto paper if needed.

Parents/carers:

If you have any questions about the work I 
have set, please contact our schools 
email address:

air.balloon.hill.p@bristol-schools.uk

and I will try to get back to you as soon as 
possible.



Please spend at least 20 minutes a day on Times Tables Rock Stars.

This could be games, Garage or Studio – whatever helps you learn!

The Arena is open from 10.00am until 2.30pm every day.

You can play for 20 minutes whenever you like in that time frame.
Every time you play and earn coins, you enter a daily leader board!

TIMES TABLES

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student


This week, we are going to be looking at poetry.

The poem we are going to read is called 'It couldn't be done' by Edgar Albert Guest.

Here is another version of the poem!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRAjx_zjq08

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRAjx_zjq08




https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=111&v=6FWAiXll_jw&feature=emb_title

Eddie the Eagle was a British boy who wanted to be in the 
Winter Olympics even though we don't get much snow in 
England.

Watch the trailer for the film that was made about Eddie.

Write down all the things that other people said 
about him.

Cassie the Commentator helps us
understand the text by comparing
characters with other texts or stories.

Read the text again. What is the same about Eddie the Eagle and the man in the poem?

Find 3 different lines/phrases from the poem that could be describing Eddie.

Explain, using full sentences, why each line/phrase could be talking about Eddie.

e.g. In line _______ it says, '_______________________________'. I think this could be used to describe 
Eddie the Eagle's story because...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=111&v=6FWAiXll_jw&feature=emb_title


Possible answers:

These lines could be about Eddie because they 
show that the man in the poem was told he 
couldn't do it.

These 2 lines could be about Eddie because he 
wouldn't give up until he had tried to achieve his 
goal

These lines could be about Eddie because he used 
Emerald power to have a go and keep trying 
without giving up.

This line could be about Eddie because he achieved 
his goal!



https://youtu.be/0rJQ74jmnLA

https://youtu.be/0rJQ74jmnLA


Maths





Maths Activity 1

Play a game of 'Higher or Lower' with yourself.

1. Shuffle/mix up the numeral cards you made on Tuesday and place them face 
down in a pile so that you can't see what's on each card. No peeking!

2. Draw a card (this means pick the card from the top of the pile) and figure out 
which numeral you are holding.

3. Say out loud whether you think the next card is going to be 'higher' (a larger 
number) or 'lower' (a smaller number).

4. Draw the next card. Were you correct?

5. If you were correct, guess if the next card will be higher or lower, then keep 
going. Try to get all the way to the end!

6. If you were incorrect, then shuffle your cards and start again!



Maths Activity 2

1. III + I =

2. IV + II =

3. IV + V =

4. V + V =

5. X + III =

6. XII + I =

7. XV + III =

8. XIII + I =

9. X + X =

10. XX + V =

11. XX + X =

12. XXX + XX =

13. L + L =

14. C + X =

15. C + CC =

How many of these addition problems can you solve?
Remember; first, you will need to determine what each numeral means.
Write your answers as Roman numerals.

Number List

I 1

V 5

X 10

L 50

C 100

D 500

M 1000



Maths Answers

1. III + I = IV

2. IV + II = VI

3. IV + V = IX

4. V + V = X

5. X + III = XIII

6. XII + I = XIII

7. XV + III = XVIII

8. XIII + I = XIV

9. X + X = XX

10. XX + V = XXV

11. XX + X = XXX

12. XXX + XX = L

13. L + L = C

14. C + X = CX

15. C + CC = CCC



Maths Deepening 

Number List

I 1

V 5

X 10

L 50

C 100

D 500

M 1000



Maths Deepening Answers



• Copy the homophones 
in your best 
handwriting

• Find out what they 
mean

• Draw a picture for 
each one

• Practice the spellings 
using the link below

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/63/24-Homophones-and-near-homophones-4-of-4

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/63/24-Homophones-and-near-homophones-4-of-4


SPAG
Today, we will use expanded noun 
phrases to describe people.

Add extra information to describe 
how they...look, sound, act or smell

e.g.
The tall, smiley shop assistant with gentle eyes
A kind, funny bus driver who smells of roses

Remember: there should not be a 
verb in an expanded noun phrase. You 
can put a verb in later to make a 
sentence like this:

The tall, smiley shop assistant with 
gentle eyes handed Charlie the 
chocolate bar.



SPAG
The ______, ________ scientist with ____________________________

A ______, ________ singer who _________________________________

One ______, ________ Prime Minister who _________________________________

That ______, ________ actor with the ___________________________________

My ______, ________ headteacher who _________________________________

1. Choose 3 more people – they could be people you know, people 
at home, famous people etc.

2. Expand the noun phrase

Prime Minister

actor singerscientist

Head Teacher



Writing challenge

For this week's writing challenge, you will need to watch the short film 'Origins'.

https://www.literacyshed.com/origins.html

https://www.literacyshed.com/origins.html


Writing challenge

Your writing challenge this week is to create an 'inspired' piece of writing based 
on the short film, 'Origins'.

A setting description of the factory

Instead of the robot being disappointed, 
you could write a setting description of the 
factory that could look incredible!

Maybe the factory looks like Willy 
Wonka's factory! Full of incredible machines, 
noises and sights to behold!

Perhaps the factory is terrifying! You 
could write a seriously spooky setting 
description using expanded noun phrases.

A letter from the Robot to his long-
lost family

Imagine you are the little robot from 
the video writing a letter to his family.

What would you want to tell them?
Where are they?
When will you see them next?
What are you looking forward to?

Don't forget to use informal language 
and tone as you are writing to your family.

Use 'Dear...' to begin your letter.

Sign off your letter at the end.

A story with an added character

Design a friend for the robot!

Give the friend a name and a back story.

Once you are happy with your friend, 
think about planning your story with the 
added character.

Don't forget to use ISPACE openers 
with commas to make each sentence as 
interesting as possible.







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1u_-FnG-XE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1u_-FnG-XE






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLIE6hYGaF0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLIE6hYGaF0


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTkXjkz18bw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWpcs8-8IHs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTkXjkz18bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWpcs8-8IHs




https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-french

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-french

